
Part I 
2: 
 
All of us make decisions daily. Most of these decisions are unimportant--what to wear, what to 
eat, where to go Friday night--in terms of long-term effects. Sometimes though a decision 
presents a real dilemma because of its possible consequences: entering the service before going 
to college, playing high school sports or working after school, ending a relationship. 
 
In your essay tell about a time when you or someone you know faced such a dilemma. 
 
Make sure you describe the dilemma and the consequences or the way in which the decision was 
made with specific details. 
 

Make a good decision to my childhood 
 

When i was 6 years old , my father told me many fantasy story. And at that time, i don’t like 
Garfieldbecause of he laid back and take life one day at a time. and Garfield doesn’t think about 
his future and not make decision about his life.I remembered my dad told me “life is like 
chocolate, you never know what happened the next time so you must make decision in to the 
life”.And my dad word is in my heart a long time. 
 
When i started to have class, i was a student to make desicion about my class. I remembered that 
one day i watched TV shows that a singer was sing a song. At that time,i admired that singer can 
stand the stage to sing a song. At that time , i have a dream that i can to be a singer. And i told 
my parents about my opinion that i want to learn to sing a song. My parnets agreed it,and the 
next day they took me to a teacher’s home . From that day , i began to learn singing. Because of i 
like it and hav esome talent about this, when i ahve learned aobut 6 months, my teacher want to 
me join the competition about singing. And now i can remembered that my first time to stand the 
stage singing.Before it was turn to me, i was very scared and my feet were shocked 
strongely.When i stared to sing , i could be breath slowly and slowly. Then i became better and 
better. After i finished that dompetition, i have moe confidence. And i got my first award.My 
parents were proud of me. 
 
When i entered into high school , i choosed singing as my major. At that time, i stuied very hare 
that i became the excellent student in my school.I got up earlier than other students in order to i 
can practice more subjects.My parents often visited me that they could see me practice one more 
and one more. 
 
Now i can I enter the college because of my learning hard.  i have a dram that i must make a 
good decision about my life that i can achieve my goal to be a famous singer.So i thank my dad 
told me “life is like chocolate, you never know what happened the next time ,so you must make a 
good decision it to my life.”I always try my best to achieve it.  
 


